It is an old and familiar criticism that the American press is not sufficiently diverse to sustain what sociologist Robert Nisbet once described as the conditions necessary for a liberal democracy: "diversity of culture, plurality of association, and division of authority." 1 Or as press critic Ben Bagdikian has argued on more than one occasion, if a unique imperative of the American social system is a steady supply of information designed to accommodate and serve the separate and often different needs of America's great rrosaic of communities, then the press has failed to live up to its democratic ideals. 2 And it has failed not because it lacks abundance but because its abundance seldom translates into diversity.
The press diversity issue includes but extends far beyond the traditional concern for an open and unfettered forum for public expression, a concern popularized by Oliver Wendell Holmes' plea for a "marketplace of ideas." 3 The larger and inevitably subtler issue involves the connection between culture and self-governance; it takes as its point of departure John Dewey's admonition that democracy is not merely a form of government but a mode of association: "regarded as an idea, democracy is not an alternative to other principles of associated life. It is the idea of community life itself." 4 From Dewey we might reasonable infer that a truly diverse press not only takes seriously its political role of fostering robust debate but stands committed to its cultural role of providing a distinctively local context for the issues and discussions it reports. That is, a politically and culturally diverse press means not simply locally produced newspapers but, as Carey and Sims point out, locally produced newspapers that exhibit a concern for local understandings, an awareness of the local language, and an appreciation for the integrity of local conditions; its democratic character is derived from "community associations, not from its integrating position in a national society." 5 Journalist-turned-sociologist Robert Park, one of Dewey's students, summed it up best: "[T]here is and there can be no such thing as news, in so far as concerns politics, except in a community in which there is a body of tradition and common understanding in terms of which events are ordinariiy interpreted." 6
Not surprisingly, what contributes to the diminution of press diversity remains a controversial question that continues to attract considerable study and debate. And nowhere is the research less conclusive and the disagreements more acrimonious than when the topic turns to the particular question of the influence of ownership on the uniformity of news. Commercial control of the mass media is not inherently bad. It is far from perfect, but it is less bad than any other system. But narrow control, whether by governments or corporations, is inherently bad. In the end, no small group, certainly no group with as much uniformity of outlook as large corporations, can be sufficiently open and flexible to reflect the fullness of society's values and wishes. 10
Apparently sensitive to the big-is-bad argument, what were once publicly docile corporations have become visible champions of an independent and autonomous press, which, they argue, underscores their commitment to press diversity. Gannett, the largest newspaper chain as measured by circulation and the number of newspapers it owns, expresses its support for local autonomy and thus press diversity with its familiar slogan, which appeared in ads that ran frequently in both trade and But We Don't Own Them." The text of the ad elaborates:
We don't own their opinions. We don't own their news columns. And quite frankly, we don't want to.
We welcome the six fine daily newspapers of the StateRecord Company to our organization.
And we join with them in a continuing commitment to excellent journalism, sound management and strong independent editorial policy attuned to the special needs of each community we serve.
Because as fellow journalists, we realize that some things should never be for sale . 12 Whether in fact chains exert little or no control over their Briefly, Breed observed that journalists are "great readers of newspapers," and that the influence newspapers exert is demonstrably arterial. 18 Breed's point was not that editors literally copied news agendas from the bigger and arguably better papers they regularly read but that over time they were influenced by them. Accordingly, the smaller papers in Breed's study tended to yield to the larger papers when matters of judgment were in question:
Following the news judgment of larger papers furnishes the newsman on the smaller paper Ei feeling of satisfaction, or a rationalization, that he has performed his job adequately. An eastern staffer said that the wire editor of his paper compared his own news decisions with those of the Times as "proof he's ok." The staffer then asked, "Is this why the front pages all over the country look the same?" A second staffer noted that if an editor questions a newsman's judgment, the latter can point to a larger (and thus prestigeful) paper and show that the big-town editor "agreed with him." 17 HlKnight -Ridder-owned newspapers will give more and better play to the Gary Hart story than non-Knight-Ridder-owned newspapers that do not subscribe to the Knight-Ridder news service.
Assuming that non-Knight-Ridder newspapers that subscribe to the Knight-Ridder news service are also aware of the prestige of the Miami
Herald and have at least some vested interest in that prestige (which, in turn, contributes to the prestige of the news service), we would suppose that subscribers as well will play the story up, though perhaps not to the same extent as newspapers owned by Knight-Ridder; hence, our second hypothesis:
H2--Non-Knight-Ridder-owned newspapers subscribing to the Knight-Ridder news service will give more and better play to the Gary Hart story than newspapers that do not subscribe to the news service.
Method
To test our hypotheses, we obtained first-time coverage of the Gary
Hart story from the newspapers in the Knight-Ridder chain along with first-time coverage from two samples of non-Knight-Ridder newspapers.
More precisely, we obtained coverage from one population (Knight-Ridder did not constitute evidence of the kind of influence we sought to identify;
by Tuesday, May 5, it could be argued, the story had shifted from the 11 Hart-Rice re;ationship to a somwahat different concern for the viability of Hart's cal .:Aa.....
Results
As Figure 1 shows, the d.rection of the mean play scores of the three categories of newspapers tends to support our hypotheses. The mean play score for the Knight-Ridder newspapers (4.6) was higher than the mean play score for the non-Knight-Ridder newspapers that subscribed to thy, Knight-Ridder news service (4.3), which in turn was higher than the mean play score for newspapers neither owned by KnightPidder nor subscribers to the Knight-Ridder news service (3.8). However, appropriate t-tests show a statistically significant difference (at the .05 level) only between the newspapers owned by Koight-Ridder and the newspapers with no affiliation with Knight-Ridder.25 Conservatively reported, then, the data support our first hypothesis, which predicted that newspapers owned by the Knight-Ridder chain would give more and better play to the Gary Hart story than newspapers with no affiliation with the Knight-Ridder chain. The absence of a statistically significant difference between newspapers subscribing to the Knight-Ridder news service and non-subscribing newspaper means we cannot confidently claim support for our second hypothesis.
A closer examination of the data underscores the differences between the three newspaper categories, particularly the difference between Knight-Ridder newspapers and newspapers with no affiliation 12 with Knight-Ridder. As Table 1 shows, 82% of the Knight-Ridder newspaper had play scores between 4 and 7; indeed, roughly 31% had scored a 6 or 7 on the pray scale. in contrast, 67% of the newspapers with no affiliation with Knight-Ridder had play scores between 0 and 4;
significantly, less than 8% had play scores of 6 or 7. Of the five newspapers that received a play score of 7, four were Knight-Ridder newspapers; the fifth was a subscriber to the Knight-Ridder news service.
Discussion
That Knight-Ridder newspapers as a group gave more and better play to the Gary Hart story points to the subtle influence that chains can exert on their member newspapers. 
